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mistake to believe that sha^ ing increases either the coarseness or the rate
of growth of the hair. This has been known empiricit:K to be untrue
for many years, but more recently experiments on localized portions of
the hairy region have proved that the hair, v.hen a"lo\\ed to grow again,
does not grow more rapidly and is not coarser in calibre.
(iii) Friction with pumice stone and soap. It has been stated that con- Faction h\
tinned pumice-stoning weakens the hairs to final abolition: but this has pumice s'ane
not been so in the cases which have corne within my experience. The
skin of the hypertrichotic patient should indeed be left as free from
stimulation as possible, constant grinding of the horm layer slight!)
increasing both the rate of growth and the coarseness of the hair.
(iv) Depilatory powders and creams. These usually contain barium, D*pKantry
strontium, or sodium sulphide and simply burn off the hair at skin P1'™-'*^
level; in other words, they constitute a chemical shave. But, as they
redden the skin, they stimulate growth in some degree.
(v) Epilation by tweezers. When only a few hairs are present this Epilation by
method does little harm, and when a hair is pulled out there is an tweezers
interval of about six weeks before the appearance of a new one.
When there are many, the epilation must be repeated continually,
and it is probable that individual hairs are replaced by coarser ones,
though the method does not increase the numbers to an important
degree. It has, however, the disadvantage that the frequently repeated
evulsion is in some patients apt to set up chronic foliiculitis.
(vi) Epilation by the electrolytic and the diathermy needle. Of these Electrolysis
two the former is probably much the more accuraie.  It is slightly on^^^hermy
slower and more painful, but the results in skilful hands are far better.
Electrolytic destruction of the hair is an extremely delicate operation
and, unless the operator is skilled, gives unsatisfactory results. The
method is described under the title electrotherapy, Vol. IV, p. 497.
Its advantages are that it is safe, leaves negligible scarring, and ia
skilled hands gives permanent results; its disadvantages are that it is
expensive, slow, and painful for the patient, and exacting and tiring for
the operator.
This procedure is said to stimulate the growth of fresh hair in the
neighbourhood, but I have never seen this. A priori it would be expected
to do so, for any irritant has that tendency; but small numbers of long
hairs may be removed from the upper lip near the angles of the mouths
and the condition then sometimes remains stationary for years. More-
over it must be remembered that the condition is commonly progressive.
The suitability of a case for electrolysis bears a relation to the number Selection of
of hairs requiring destruction. It therefore depends upon the amount of
time and expense which the patient can afford and the amount of firm
perseverance that the operator will devote.
At the first visit the patient should be informed that if she feels the
extraction of the hairs the procedure has failed. This stimulates the
operator to special care, for any mistake or slackness on, his part
becomes known at once to the patient.

